
Littleton Green Community School
Class plan - Year 1  Cycle A

 

Childhood

History

Bright Lights, Big City

Geography

School Days

History  

Block 1 2 3  

PURPLE Passport What it is to be PURPLE
locally: Go on a bug hunt
(s); Make a home for an
insect (s); Build a den (s);
Discover what is in a pond
(h); Roll down a hill (h);
Perform in front of your
class (s); Record different
sounds and ask others to
guess what they are (s).

How to be PURPLE
nationally: Perform a dance
(s); Make some biscuits
(s); Create a piece of art
for an exhibition (s); Look
at the stars on a clear night
(h); Create a class collage
(s); Borrow a book from a
library (s/h); Join an
extracurricular club (s/h).

How to be PURPLE
internationally: Make and
taste chapattis (h); Make a
puppet (s); Put on a
shadow puppet show (s);
Create a comic strip (h);
Take part in a play day (h);
Make a daisy chain (h).

 

Parent Engagement
Sessions

I am PURPLE Famous
Pairs Gang Show

Internet Safety British
Science Week

Sports Week Transition Art  

Memorable experience Visit Cannock Chase
Museum (Hednesford) toys
and mines.

Queen and Prince Charles
royal banquet Stafford High
House

Mrs Thorneycroft talk about
the school's history Black
country museum

 

Innovate challenge Childhood knowledge
organisers. [Our Wonderful
World] - Geographical
enquiry. [Mix It (Y1)] -
Colour challenge. [Shade
and Shelter] - Designing
and building a play den.
[Funny Faces and
Fabulous Features] -
Collage creators

Marley's trip to London.
[Taxi!] - Making a London
taxi. [Rain and Sunrays] -
Creating weather
collagraphs. [Seasonal
Changes] - Let's
investigate focus: Asking
and answering questions

Planning an assembly.
[Street View] - Mural
makers. [Chop, Slice and
Mash] - Designing and
making a supermarket
sandwich. [Plant Parts] -
Let's investigate focus:
Reporting and concluding

 

As readers, we will analyse
the texts:

Cave Baby. Naughty Bus.
Astro Girl. I want my hat
back. Billy and the beast.
Send for a superhero.

Beegu. The odd egg. Leo
and the octopus. Stanley's
stick. Dinosaurs. The see-
saw.

Lost and found. Yeti and
the birds. Pig the pug. Iggy.
The magic bed. Julian is a
mermaid.
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As writers, we will publish: Cave Baby; Narrative
retellings, Labels and
captions, informal letters.
The Naughty Bus; Own
adventure stories, Letters,
diaries, sequels, and non-
chronological reports. Astro
Girl; Fact files about being
astronauts, Writing in role,
commands, and ‘how to’
guides. I want my hat back;
Story sequels, Questions,
speech bubbles, letters,
lists. Billy and the beast;
Own version ‘defeat a
monster’ narratives,
Wanted posters,
summaries, emails,
character descriptions, and
recipes. Send for a
superhero; Own version
superhero narratives,
Wanted posters, letters,
speech bubbles, diaries,
emails, and character
descriptions.

Beegu; Own version ‘alien’
narratives, Descriptions,
commands, letters,
nonsense-word dictionary,
poems, and non-fiction
reports. The Odd Egg;
Egg-spotter’s guides (non-
fiction reports), Thought
and speech bubbles,
diaries, letters, certificates.
Leo and the octopus; Fact
file, This is Me! posters,
letters of advice, factual
descriptions, logbooks, and
scripts. Stanley's stick;
Own version narratives,
Retellings, descriptions.
Dinosaurs and all the
rubbish; Pamphlets,
Letters, setting
descriptions, instructions,
narrative retellings,
pamphlets, and posters.
The Sea Saw; Own version
narrative, Writing in role;
notes of advice; missing
posters; diary entries;
letters of thanks.

Lost and Found; Own
version ‘losing/finding’
narratives, Character
descriptions, retellings,
advice, instructions, and
non-chronological reports.
Yeti and the Bird; Own
version narratives about
unlikely friendships, List of
rules, letters, postcards,
and character descriptions.
Pig the Pug; ‘How to’
guides, Character
comparisons, fact sheets,
shared poetry, own version
narratives. Iggy Peck
Architect; Fact files,
Labels, captions, character
comparisons, thought and
speech bubbles. The
Magic Dress; Own version
fantasy stories, Setting
descriptions, additional
scenes, description of
magical piece of furniture,
and lists. Julian is a
mermaid; Three-verse
poems, Instructions, writing
in role, advertisements.

 

As mathematicians, we will
explore:

Unit 1: Numbers to 10;
Unit2: Part-whole within 10;
Unit 3: Addition and
subtraction within 10 (1);
Unit 4: Addition and
subtraction within 10 (2);
Unit 5: 2D and 3D shapes;
Unit 6: Numbers to 20.

Unit 7: Addition within 20;
Unit 8: Subtraction within
20; Unit 9: Numbers to 50;
Unit 10: Introducing length
and height; Unit 11:
Introducing weight and
volume; Unit 12:
Multiplication.

Unit 13: Division; Unit 14:
Halves and quarters; Unit
15: Position and direction;
Unit 16: Numbers to 100;
Unit 17: Time; Unit 18:
Money.

 

As scientists, we will
investigate:

[Shade and Shelter] -
Naming everyday
materials; Properties and
uses of materials

[Seasonal Changes] -
Seasons; Seasonal
changes in deciduous and
evergreen trees; Seasonal
changes in animals;
Weather; Seasonal
weather; Day length;
Investigating the Sun;
Measuring wind;
Measuring temperature;
Measuring precipitation;
Weather forecasting;
Working scientifically –
Observing changes over
time, Identifying and
classifying, Pattern
seeking, Comparative test,
Research

[Plant Parts] - Wild and
garden plants; Seasonal
changes; Plant parts;
Seeds and bulbs;
Investigating leaves;
Importance of plants;
Working scientifically –
Identifying and classifying,
Observing changes over
time, Pattern seeking,
Research, Comparative
test

 

As artists, we will create: [Mix It (Y1)] - Colour
theory; Colour wheel;
Primary and secondary
colours. [Funny Faces and
Fabulous Features] -
Portraiture; Collage

Drawing. [Rain and
Sunrays] - Motifs; Line and
shape; Texture;
Collagraphy

[Street View] - 3-D murals;
Buildings; Significant
people – James Rizzi
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As geographers, we will
explore:

Settlements; Changes over
time. [Our Wonderful
World] - Physical and
human features; Picture
maps; Cardinal compass
points; Equator and
hemispheres; Continents;
Oceans; Countries and
capital cites of the UK;
Protecting natural
environments; Fieldwork

Countries and capital cities
of the UK; Physical
features of the UK;
Settlements; Human
features; Weather and
seasons; Landmarks;
Aerial images; Locational
language; Maps; Compass
directions; Geographical
similarities

Fieldwork; Human and
physical features; Maps;
Local environment;
Changes over time

 

As historians, we will
investigate and analyse:

Historical vocabulary;
Historical artefacts;
Timelines; Everyday life
and childhood in the
1950s; Significant events –
Queen's coronation;
Enquiry

Monarchy; Significant
event – Great Fire of
London

Historical vocabulary;
Historical artefacts;
Timelines; Present day
schools; Our school;
Victorian era; Victorian
schools; Significant people
– Samuel Wilderspin

 

As technicians, we will
design and make:

[Shade and Shelter] -
Investigating existing
products; Designing and
making shelters and dens;
Prototypes; Safety rules;
Materials. [Funny Faces
and Fabulous Features] -
Stitching to join materials;
Embellishing

[Taxi!] - Mechanisms –
wheels, axles and chassis

[Chop, Slice and Mash] -
Sources of food; Food
preparation techniques;
Hygiene rules; Designing
and making salads and
sandwiches

 

As computer scientists, we
will investigate:

Computing Systems and
networks – Technology
around us; Creating Media
– Digital Painting.

Programming A – Moving a
robot; Data and information
– Grouping data.

Creating Media – Digital
Writing; Programming B –
Introduction to animation.

 

As musicians, we will
compose and perform:

Introducing Beat – How
can we make friends when
we sing together? Adding
Rhythm and Pulse – How
does music tell stories
about the past?

Introducing tempos and
dynamics – How does
music make the world a
better place? Combining
pulse, rhythm and pitch –
How does music help us to
understand our
neighbours?

Having fun with
improvisation – What
songs can we sing to help
us through the day?
Explore sound and create
a story – How does music
teach us about looking
after our planet?

 

As athletes, we will refine
our skills in:

Multi-skills; Striking and
Fielding Improving
Throwing; Gymnastics;
Striking and Fielding
Improving Catching.

Gymnastics – Improving
balance; Dance; Athletics;
Striking and Fielding -
Rounders.

Health-Related Exercise;
Invictus games; O and A –
Orienteering; Net and Wall
- Football.

 

As theologists, we will
study:

Harvest; sharing; Milad un
Nabi; Muhammad; The first
Muslim; Leadership

Diwali; Diva lamps; New
beginning; Diwali traditions;
luck; Purim; Special
clothes; Story of Esther;
Purim customs; gifts

Naam Karan; Gudwara;
Guru Granth Sahib;
Naming Ceremony;
families; Esala Perahera;
Buddha; Sacred places;
memoires and
remembering
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As PURPLE citizens, we
will explore:

Relationships: Roles of
different people; families;
feeling cared for;
Recognising privacy;
staying safe; seeking
permission; How behaviour
affects others; being polite
and respectful; Stages of
life; Changes

Living in the Wider World:
What rules are; caring for
others’ needs; looking after
the environment; Using the
internet and digital devices;
communicating online;
Strengths and interests;
jobs in the community;
Speaking, listening and
sharing

Health and Wellbeing:
Keeping healthy; food and
exercise, hygiene routines;
sun safety; Recognising
what makes them unique
and special; feelings;
managing when things go
wrong; How rules and age
restrictions help us;
keeping safe online;
Special people; Positive
contributions
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